
Breakthrough Insights for Fleets of Every Size

Predictive Analytics
Prescriptive Actions

SmartDrive SmartIQ® analytics put the power of predictive and prescriptive 
information in your hands, right now, delivering new insights across safety, 

operations and maintenance that materially improve fleet efficiency.

Fundamentals Pack: Delivers reports and data visualizations to pinpoint top 

driving risks. Focus on areas for improvement, then coach drivers on specific 

driving risks and reward good driving. It’s included in every SmartDrive program. 

Pro Pack: Lets your experts go deeper, with interactive visualizations, "what-if" 

analysis, and advanced analytics. (optional)

Data feeds of drivers, vehicles and driving performance data collected by the 

SmartDrive video analytics platform to use with third-party intelligence solutions.

Professional services for custom analytics and visualization development 

by transportation intelligence experts.

SmartIQ Packs

SmartIQ streams

SmartIQ Services
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put the power of big data to work for your fleet
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Combining definitive 
driver, environment and 

vehicle systems data 
unlocks new efficiency 

oportunities.

Rows and columns raise 
more questions. You need 

actionable information 
focused on the outcomes 

that matter.

SmartIQ breaks 
down silos, delivering 
prescriptive insights 
that drive a range of 
new cost savings.  
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Trucks are loaded with 
sensors that deliver rich data 

but video provides the 
missing driver link.
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Transportation Intelligence


